
FAQ: Using Bombora Surge Data within 6sense 

Q: What is Bombora Surge Data? 

A: Bombora analyzes the business content consumption of millions of B2B 

organizations and provides a Company Surge score when target organizations 

are indicating active demand for specified products or services. Specifically, 

Bombora looks for sustained intent on a given topic in the past 3 weeks, 

compared to typical levels of intent over the past 12 weeks. 

Q: How can I use this data within 6sense's ABM platform? 

A: If you have an active subscription to Bombora's Company Surge Data, you 

can use 6sense's Segment feature to include companies identified by 

Bombora. 

Q: How do I use Bombora's data within 6sense's Segment filters? 

A: Within the Segment Creation interface, you should select Bombora Topics 

Surging from the Intent category. You will be able to select one or more 

available Bombora topics. Any resulting accounts will be those that Bombora 

has identified as currently and actively showing intent for those topics, defined 

as having a Company Surge Score greater than or equal to 70. 

Q: Can the Bombora score threshold be customized? 

A: No. When viewed within 6sense, if you see that an account has been 

identified by Bombora as showing intent for a given topic, that means that the 

most recent week's Bombora Company Surge Score is 70+ for that 

combination of account and topic. 

Q: How do I use Bombora's data within 6sense's Sales Intelligence? 

A: Within the Sales Intelligence interface, we report on the Bombora topics 

that a given Account is showing intent for on Activities tab's Timeline and 

Graph. 

https://bombora.com/products/company-surge/


 

 

 



Q: How often is Bombora's data updated? 

A: This data is updated weekly. 

Q: Why don't I see Bombora Topics available within my Segment filters or 

within 6sense's Sales Intelligence? 

A: If you have an active subscription to Bombora Surge Data and do not see 

this option available within the Segment filters, then please reach out to your 

6sense Customer Success Manager to enable this feature.  

Q: How do I configure which Bombora Topics are available for my team to 

use? 

A: Navigate to Settings -> Bombora Topics. Here you'll be able to add and 

remove the Bombora Topics you want to view within 6sense, as part of 

Segment Filters and in analytics across the platform and Sales Intelligence. 

 

Q: I added a new topic to my Bombora Topic configurations, but I'm not seeing 

it available in Segment Filters. What might cause this? 

A: After you add or remove topics from the configuration section, it may take 

up to 24 hours for those changes to be reflected across the platform. 

 


